you can't be too careful
sacred things ! 'Oly ! 'Oly ! 'Oly ! People won't tol'rate
you saying things like that, and if God was anything like what
he used to be, you'd be struck dead for it instanter")
Which belated outbreak of Edward Albert's is exactly why
I write with ruthless precision here. The words I have used
describe Christian doctrine unconventionally but exactly as
it is presented biy the Church and Christian art. If my phrases
shock the reader, that only shows it is high time.he or she was
shocked* The doctrine of the Trinity is, I repeat, atrocious
nonsense. Yet all over the Eiiglish-speaking world, children's
minds are still being paralysed by the injection of this same
atrocious nonsense. You can hear the bland voices of the
parsons in the British Broadcasting Corporation's Children's
Hour, telling the old Bible stories as truth, telling of real
angels and real miracles, of resurrections and marvels of the
utmost absurdity, lying deliberately to earn their livings.
" You talk like the Village Atheist," protests Bishop
Tewler, being as upper-class and socially subtle as he knows
how. *' All that, we understand quite as well as you do, is
just a series of time-honoured stories, dear bewtiful old
symbols." The village atheist was often the salt of the village;
and I am proud to rank with him. I had rather jest with him
at the public house than dine at the Bishop's Palace and be
lubricated. Have the common people been told that these
tales are just symbols ? And what do they understand them
to symbolise ?
When we think of readapting mankind to a world of unity
and co-operation, we have to consider that practically all the
educational machinery on earth, is still in the fiiands of
God-selling or Marx-selling combines. Everywhere in close
co-operation with our nationalist governments, the oil and
steel interests, our drug salesmanship and so forth, the hire-
lings of these huge religious concerns, with more or less &al
and loyalty, are selling destruction to mankind.
To those italics I will return after a paragraph or so.
Plainly if the mind of the world ijneeds urgently to be
reconditioned, this is on the face of it a very dismaying state
of affairs. And it is not even a practicable suggestion merely

